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These prices are effective as of January 30, 2024, but are subject to change without notice.

Product Name Item Code / Manufacturer Retail Price

URNS

CULTURED STONE

$4951. CLASSIC CARRERA UOCMFSAE5 / Mackenzie

Durable cultured marble urn made from polymer and stone.

$4952. CLASSIC SKY BLUE UOCMFSAE6 / Mackenzie

Durable cultured marble urn made from polymer and stone.

$4953. CLASSIC VERDE GREEN UOCMFSAE7 / Mackenzie

Durable cultured marble urn made from polymer and stone.

STONE

$6954. CARRERA MARBLE VASE UOMBFSAE4 / Marble Products

Natural stone marble vase made from Carrera-inspired marble, polished to a gleaming shine.

$2955. SAND RECTANGLE UOMBFSAFA / Marble Products

Sand-colored marble urn with natural accents. Urn is suitable as single or companion.

$2956. SAND VASE UOMBFSAFB / Marble Products

Sand-colored marble urn with natural accents.

$2957. ONYX VASE UOOXFSAOV / Marble Products

Marble urn with variations of light green and dark earth tones.

PORCELAIN

$3958. LENOX PORCELAIN UOPLFSAE9 / Elegante Brass

Classic and elegant porcelain vase made from Genuine Lenox Porcelain with 24 karat gold 
gilding.

CERAMIC

$1959. FERN CERAMIC UOCRFSAE8 / Terrybear

Ceramic urn with hand-painted fern fronds against a rich grey pearlescent background.

$19510. ROSE BOUQUET UOCRFSARB / Terrybear

Ceramic urn with hand-painted rose bouquet detail. Features a floral motif on a pearlescent 
ivory background.

METAL
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$1,29511. THE VINE - COMPANION UMZNFSAGE / Urnes Bégin

Die-cast zinc urn, with a solid bronze face and vine embellishment. Purchased together.

$79512. THE VINE - LEFT UMZNFSAGF / Urnes Bégin

Die-cast zinc urn, with a solid bronze face and vine embellishment. Design to the left of 
engraving plate.

$79513. THE VINE - RIGHT UMZNFSAGK / Urnes Bégin

Die-cast zinc urn, solid bronze face, vine embellishment. Design to the right of engraving plate.

$69514. SATORI PINK PEARL UMBRFSASK / Terrybear

Brass urn with beautiful pearl pink finish and metallic shimmer. Features an artistic, 
contemporary shape and polished bronze finish accents.

$69515. SATORI OCEAN PEARL UMBRFSASO / Terrybear

Brass urn with beautiful pearl blue ocean finish and metallic shimmer. Features an artistic, 
contemporary shape and polished bronze finish accents.

$69516. SATORI WHITE PEARL UMBRFSASW / Terrybear

Brass urn with beautiful pearl white finish and metallic shimmer. Features an artistic, 
contemporary shape and polished bronze finish accents.

$49517. MOTHER OF PEARL ELITE UMBRFSAMP / Terrybear

Polished brass urn with iridescent Mother of Pearl mosaic tile.

$49518. TEARDROP MATTE BLACK UMASFSLMB / LoveUrns

Unique matte black teardrop shaped brass urn with a soft touch finish and brushed gun metal 
top.

$49519. LAUREL WHITE PEARL UMBRFSAAF / LoveUrns

Alloy and brass vase with a pristine white hand-applied enamel design.

$49520. LAUREL MIDNIGHT UMBRFSAAU / LoveUrns

Alloy and brass vase with a rich charcoal hand-applied enamel design.

$49521. CAST BRONZE CYLINDER UMCBFSABE / Batesville

Cast bronze construction with brushed and polished finish

$49522. CAST BRONZE RECTANGLE UMCBFSABF / Batesville

Cast bronze construction with brushed and polished finish.

$49523. ELEGANT LEAF UMBRFSLFP / LoveUrns

Brass urn with deep emerald finish complete with brass fern leaf detail.

$49524. SIMPLICITY UMBRFSLFR / LoveUrns

Brass and metal alloy urn with a radiant midnight finish and silver accents.

$49525. SOUL BIRD UMBRFSLFS / LoveUrns

Elegant and sleek brass urn bird urn

$49526. WINGS OF HOPE BLUE UMBRFSLFX / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly designed brass and enamel urn with blue inlays and pearlescent finish.
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$49527. WINGS OF HOPE LAVENDER UMBRFSLFY / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly designed brass and enamel urn with lavender inlays and pearlescent  finish.

$49528. WINGS OF HOPE PEARL UMBRFSLFZ / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly designed brass and enamel urn with white inlays and pearlescent  finish.

$49529. TEARDROP MATTE SAGE GREEN UMBRFSLSG / LoveUrns

Unique sage green teardrop shaped brass urn with a soft touch finish and brushed gold top.

$49530. WINGS OF HOPE YELLOW UMBRFSLWY / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly designed brass and enamel urn with yellow inlays and pearlescent finish.

$39531. SILVER VASE UMBRFSAFM / Terrybear

Polished antique silver-toned brass with gold-toned accents.

$29532. DIVINE UMBRFSLFO / LoveUrns

Beautifully designed blue brass and enamel urn with enameled finish.

$29533. BRIGHT STRIPES PURPLE UMBRFSAUP / Terrybear

Brass urn with bright purple striped finish.

$29534. ART DECO UMBRFSDFO / LoveUrns

Brass urn with classic and sleek style with enameled bands.

$29535. OMEGA VASE UMCBFSADS / Terrybear

Cast bronze vase with polished gold-tone accents.

$29536. SHEET BRONZE CYLINDER UMSBFSAFG / Batesville

Constructed from 64 oz sheet bronze with brushed and polished finish.

$29537. SHEET BRONZE RECTANGLE UMSBFSAFI / Batesville

Constructed from 64 oz sheet bronze with brushed and polished finish.

$29538. DOVE VASE UMBRFSABQ / Terrybear

Nickel-plated brass vase with blue accents and dove design.

$29539. MOONLIGHT BLUE VASE UMBRFSADP / Terrybear

Brass urn with a deep blue finish with metallic shimmer. Features a contemporary shape and 
pewter-finish accent bands.

$29540. BRIGHT STRIPES BLUE UMBRFSAPE / Terrybear

Brass urn with bright blue striped finish.

$29541. BRIGHT STRIPES RED UMBRFSARS / Terrybear

Brass urn with bright crimson striped finish.

$9542. TEDDY BEAR BLUE UMBRFSATE / Terrybear

Brass urn with hand-engraved teddy bear and blue/pewter accents.

$9543. TEDDY BEAR PINK UMBRFSATP / Terrybear

Brass urn with hand-engraved teddy bear and pink/pewter accents.
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WOOD

$69544. MEMENTO CHEST UWBHFSADF / Batesville

Mixed hardwoods and burl wood veneer top with wood inlay and high gloss lacquer finish.  
Features plastic insert and one key.

$49545. MOZART MEMORY CHEST UWAKFSACV / Terrybear

Medium Density Fiberboard with veneer memory chest in bombe shape reminiscent of European 
furniture.

$49546. CHERRY CHEST UWBHFSABH / Batesville

Composite wood veneer chest with cherry-stained finish.

$49547. PORTRAIT URN UWTAFSCPU / Crescent Memorial

This refined urn is made of solid birch wood with a cherry finish and features a secure magnetic 
picture frame that allows the photo to be changed without disturbing the cremains.

$39548. BOIS SILVER MAPLE UWMPFSACR / Urnes Bégin

Natural maple urn with distressed finish and silver accent stripe.

$29549. NATURAL CUBE UWBHFSADQ / Batesville

Solid birchwood with burl wood veneer and high gloss lacquer finish.

$29550. MODERN ESSENTIAL VINTAGE UWTAFSFME / Terrybear

Acacia hardwood urn with a contemporary design in a vintage finish. Each urn features a unique 
woodgrain.

$29551. MODERN ESSENTIAL SABLE UWTAFSFMS / Terrybear

Acacia hardwood urn with a contemporary design in a sable finish. Each urn features a unique 
woodgrain.

$29552. MOMENTS AZALEA URN AND FRAME 
KEEPSAKE

UWWDFSAMA / Terrybear

Mixed hardwood urn with removable Tiffany-inspired Azalea frame keepsake. (Frame keepsake is 
magnetically attached to urn and can be displayed separately. <1 cu in).

$19553. NATURAL BOX UOFBFSANO / Batesville

Composite wood with a paper wrap providing a natural wood grain look with matte polish.  
Features a sliding bottom with one point access for easy use.

ECO-CONSCIOUS

$49554. THE LIVING URN UOBDFSAFE / BioLife

Natural fiber biodegradable urn and tree planting system, designed to grow a beautiful memory 
tree, plant, or flowers. Kit includes biodegradable urn, RootProtect® neutralizing agent, aged 
wood chips, and handmade bamboo case. Includes tree of choice.

$39555. CARPEL ROCK SALT UORDFSARP / Marble Products

The Carpel Rock Salt urn is a full-capacity urn that is a perfect vessel for a natural disposition. 
Designed for sea burials or water funerals; guaranteed to dissolve in four hours. TSA-compliant.

$29556. SHIFTINGSAND FOOTPRINTS™ UOBDFSACL / Passages

Biodegradable Full Size Urn with Footprints in sand finish
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$9557. OCEAN SUNSET SCATTERING TUBE UOBDFSADR / BioLife

Scattering tube is designed to simplify the scattering process. Durable, dignified, easy-to-use 
container created from recycled paper and cardboard with no metal components.

$9558. SIMPLICITY SCATTERING TUBE UORPFS1SU / BioLife

Scattering tube is designed to simplify the scattering process. Durable, dignified, easy-to-use 
container created from recycled paper and cardboard with no metal components.

$9559. ASCENDING DOVE SCATTERING TUBE UORPFSUF4 / BioLife

Scattering tube is designed to simplify the scattering process. Durable, dignified, easy-to-use 
container created from recycled paper and cardboard with no metal components.

$9560. MOUNTAIN VIEW SCATTERING TUBE UORPFSUF6 / BioLife

Scattering tube is designed to simplify the scattering process. Durable, dignified, easy-to-use 
container created from recycled paper and cardboard with no metal components.

$9561. PATRIOT SCATTERING TUBE UORPFSUF7 / BioLife

Scattering tube is designed to simplify the scattering process. Durable, dignified, easy-to-use 
container created from recycled paper and cardboard with no metal components.

$9562. FIELD OF FLOWERS SCATTERING TUBE UORPSB1SU / BioLife

Scattering tube is designed to simplify the scattering process. Durable, dignified, easy-to-use 
container created from recycled paper and cardboard with no metal components.

LEATHER

$9563. LEATHER CYLINDER UOLRFSACW / Batesville

Slate brown bonded leather cylinder

MINIMUM CONTAINER

$9564. UTILITY UMSTFSAGJ / Batesville

20 gauge carbon steel construction with black semi-gloss finish.

$9565. MAILER UMALFSADA / Batesville

Composite wood with aluminum like texture, acceptable to ship through the mail courier service.

PREMIUM URNS

GRANVILLE URNS

$1,2951. CHARLOTTE HORIZONTAL URN UWMGFSJDJ / Granville

Handcrafted dark and light green wood inlaid urn with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features a 
geometric pattern with interlocking diagonals.

$1,2952. STEPHEN HORIZONTAL URN UWMPFSJDX / Granville

Handcrafted natural wood inlaid urn with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features a refined, 
symmetrical design with overlapping lines.

$1,2953. HOLDEN HORIZONTAL URN UWMGFSJDP / Granville

Handcrafted black and jewel tone wood inlaid urn with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features 
beautiful yellow and orange flowers with weaving soft green vines.
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$1,2954. LUCINDA BLUE HORIZONTAL URN UWACFSJDT / Granville

Handcrafted blue-green wood inlaid urn with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features a peaceful 
dove with a gently flowing ribbon and delicate flowers

$4955. LUCINDA BLUE KEEPSAKE BOX UWACFSJDU / Granville

Handcrafted blue-green wood inlaid keepsake with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features a 
peaceful dove with a gently flowing ribbon and delicate flowers.

$4956. HOLDEN KEEPSAKE BOX UWMGFSJDR / Granville

Handcrafted black and jewel tone wood inlaid keepsake with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features 
beautiful yellow and orange flowers with weaving soft green vines.

$4957. STEPHEN KEEPSAKE BOX UWMPFSJDY / Granville

Handcrafted natural wood inlaid keepsake with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features a refined, 
symmetrical design with overlapping lines.

$4958. CHARLOTTE KEEPSAKE BOX UWMGFSJDK / Granville

Handcrafted dark and light green wood inlaid keepsake with a high-gloss lacquer finish. Features 
a geometric pattern with interlocking diagonals.

KEEPSAKES

$1451. COMFORT CROSS SILVER UMBRKSLFO / LoveUrns

Beautifully crafted cross with smooth design.

$1452. WINGS OF HOPE BLUE KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLGM / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly design keepsake with lavender inlays and pearlescent finish.

$1453. WINGS OF HOPE LAVENDER KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLGN / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly design keepsake with lavender inlays and pearlescent finish.

$1454. WINGS OF HOPE PEARL KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLGS / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly design keepsake with lavender inlays and pearlescent finish.

$1455. WINGS OF HOPE YELLOW KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLW1 / LoveUrns

Elegant butterfly design keepsake with yellow inlays and pearlescent finish.

$1456. SONGBIRD ANTIQUE BRONZE KEEPSAKE UACMKS / Terrybear

Handcrafted brass keepsake with hand engraved feather details. Features an antique bronze 
finish and sweet songbird shape.

$1457. SONGBIRD FROST BLUE KEEPSAKE UAFMKS / Terrybear

Handcrafted brass keepsake with hand engraved feather details. Features a frosted blue finish 
and sweet songbird shape.

$1458. SONGBIRD WHITE PEARL KEEPSAKE UAWMKS / Terrybear

Handcrafted brass keepsake with hand engraved feather details. Features a shimmery pearl finish 
and sweet songbird shape.

$959. MATTE BLACK TEARDROP KEEPSAKE UMABKSLMT / LoveUrns

Unique matte black teardrop shaped keepsake with a soft touch finish and brushed gun metal 
top.
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$9510. LAUREL MIDNIGHT KEEPSAKE UMAEKSLFR / LoveUrns

Keepsake featuring silver accents with enamel inlay.

$9511. LAUREL PEARL KEEPSAKE UMAEKSLFS / LoveUrns

Keepsake featuring silver accents with enamel inlay.

$9512. LOVEHEART RED KEEPSAKE UMAEKSLFX / LoveUrns

Smooth edge heart in a deep pearlescent finish. Made with Swarovski crystals.

$9513. LENOX KEEPSAKE UMAGKSNFT / Elegante Brass

Classic and elegant porcelain keepsake made from Genuine Lenox Porcelain with 24 karat gold 
gilding.

$9514. SAGE GREEN HEART KEEPSAKE UMASKHLZA / LoveUrns

Brass heart shaped keepsake showcases a sage green soft touch finish and brushed gold top.

$9515. MATTE BLACK HEART KEEPSAKE UMASKHLZB / LoveUrns

Brass heart shaped keepsake showcases a matt black soft touch finish and brushed gun metal 
top.

$9516. SAGE GREEN TEARDROP KEEPSAKE UMASKSLKD / LoveUrns

Unique sage green teardrop shaped keepsake with a soft touch finish and brushed gold top

$9517. DOVE MINI KEEPSAKE/2326RU6341K UMBRMKABP / Terrybear

Nickel-plated brass vase mini keepsake with blue accents and dove design.

$9518. STAR BRIGHT MINI KEEPSAKE UMBRMKASB / LoveUrns

Brass star keepsake in silver finish.

$9519. MIDNIGHT SIMPLICITY ROUND MINI 
KEEPSAKE

UMBRMKASM / LoveUrns

Brass round urn with midnight finish and silver accents.

$9520. ART DECO KEEPSAKE UMBRFSDFP / LoveUrns

Brass keepsake with classic and sleek style with enameled bands.

$9521. MOONLIGHT HEART UMBRKHADO / LoveUrns

Brass heart keepsake showcases a deep blue finish with a metallic shimmer.

$9522. SILVER HEART UMBRKHAFK / Terrybear

Polished antique silver brass heart with gold-tone accents.

$9523. MIDNIGHT PEWTER HEART UMBRKHAME / LoveUrns

Concave heart with brushed pewter finish and midnight accents.

$9524. ORNATE BLACK AND GOLD KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLF1 / LoveUrns

Elaborately engraved keepsake complete with butterfly and botanical gilded details.

$9525. ORNATE FLORAL KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLF2 / LoveUrns

Exquisite keepsake featuring embellished gold and silver accent hues.
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$9526. SOULBIRD KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLF4 / LoveUrns

Unique bird shaped keepsake in a brilliant polished finish.

$9527. SPECKLED BIRD KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLF5 / LoveUrns

Unique bird shaped black brass keepsake with hammered accents.

$9528. SPECKLED BRONZE HEART KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLF6 / LoveUrns

Heart-shaped keepsake with hammered brass center.

$9529. FLYING DOVES KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLFP / LoveUrns

Timeless brass keepsake in a blue tone with brushed pewter accents.

$9530. NIRVANA ADIEU KEEPSAKE UMBRKSLFZ / LoveUrns

Oval shaped keepsake with hand engraved silver birds.

$9531. BLUE BUTTERFLY LIGHT OF 
REMEMBRANCE™

UOGLKSABL / Terrybear

Tiffany-inspired lamp with butterfly design.

$9532. SAND MINI KEEPSAKE/321115C3 UOMBMKAEZ / Marble Products

Sand-colored marble mini keepsake urn with natural accents.

JEWELRY

$1,8951. GOLD SIGNET RING XFDKSZD

14k yellow gold, round, ring with thumbprint.

$1,2952. RIMMED GOLD PENDANT W/CHAIN XFDKSPG

14k yellow gold, round,  rimmed pendant with thumbprint on a rope chain with lobster clasp.

$8953. SILVER BAND RING XFDKSXX

Sterling silver ring with thumbprint.

$5954. HEART CREMATION PENDANT STERLING 
SILVER W/18" CHAIN

XFDKSBY

Sterling silver, heart cremation pendant with thumbprint on a box chain with lobster clasp.

$5955. RIMMED SILVER CREMATION PENDANT W/ 
CHAIN

XFDKSB9

Sterling silver, round, rimmed cremation pendant with thumbprint on a box chain with lobster 
clasp.

$5456. STERLING SILVER DOG TAG WITH BOX 
CHAIN

XFDKSZH

Sterling silver dog tag with thumbprint on a sterling silver, 30" box chain with lobster clasp.

$4957. SILVER DOG TAG W/30" STAINLESS STEEL 
BEADED CHAIN

XFDKSZE

Sterling silver dog tag with thumbprint on a stainless steel beaded chain.
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$4958. RIMMED SILVER PRINT EARRINGS XFDKSX9

Sterling silver, rimmed earrings with thumbprint.

$4959. TIMELESS TOUCH LARGE STERLING SILVER 
PENDANT

XFDKSTO

Large sterling silver pendant with thumbprint on a sterling silver, 18" box chain with lobster clasp.
$49510. TIMELESS TOUCH LARGE STERLING SILVER 

RIMMED PENDANT
XFDKSTT

Large sterling silver, rimmed pendant with thumbprint on a sterling silver, 18" box chain with 
lobster clasp.

$49511. CROSS PENDANT, 14KT GOLD UCNPUDCOBX / Batesville

14kt gold cross pendant without chain.

$49512. HEART PENDANT, 14KT GOLD UCNPUDHABX / Batesville

14kt gold heart pendant without chain.
$47513. SILVER MONEY CLIP XFDKSB0

Sterling silver money clip with thumbprint.

$44514. SILVER HEART PENDANT W/CHAIN XFDKSXI

Sterling silver, heart pendant with thumbprint on a box chain with lobster clasp.

$44515. RIMMED SILVER KEY CHAIN XFDKSX6

Sterling silver, rimmed key chain with thumbprint.

$34516. SILVER PENDANT W/.05 CARAT GENUINE 
BIRTHSTONE W/CHAIN

XFDKSU8

Sterling silver, round, birthstone pendant with thumbprint on a box chain with lobster clasp.

$34517. RIMMED SILVER PENDANT W/.05 CARAT 
GENUINE BIRTHSTONE W/CHAIN

XFDKSUA

Sterling silver, round, rimmed birthstone pendant with thumbprint on a box chain with lobster 
clasp.

$29518. SILVER PENDANT W/CHAIN XFDKSTN

Sterling silver, round pendant with thumbprint on a box chain with lobster clasp.

$29519. TIMELESS TOUCH™ SILVER RIMMED 
PENDANT W/CHAIN

XFDKSPS

Sterling silver, round, rimmed pendant with thumbprint on a box chain with lobster clasp.
$29520. CROSS PENDANT, STERLING SILVER UCNPUSCOBX / Batesville

Sterling silver cross pendant without chain.

$29521. HEART PENDANT, STERLING SILVER UCNPUSHABX / Batesville

Sterling silver heart pendant without chain.

$29522. MONTANE BRACELET UCNBMLBRBX / Batesville

Stainless steel bracelet.

$29523. DOG TAG UCNNULDTBX / Batesville

Stainless steel dog tag on a 24" stainless steel beaded chain.
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$29524. WOMEN'S CHAIN, 14KT GOLD UCNCWDWNBX / Batesville

Rope chain in 14kt gold.

$29525. KEY PENDANT UCNNUSKPBX / Batesville

Sterling silver key pendant on a 19" black silk cord.
$27526. TIMELESS TOUCH STERLING SILVER 

PENDANT
XFDKSSU

Sterling silver pendant with thumbprint.
$27527. TIMELESS TOUCH STERLING SILVER 

RIMMED PENDANT
XFDKSSX

Sterling silver rimmed pendant with thumbprint.
$27528. SILVER BUCK KNIFE XFDKSBZ

Sterling silver buck knife with thumbprint.

$27529. SILVER TIE TAC XFDKSX3

Sterling silver, round tietac with thumbprint.
$17530. BLOOM PENDANT UCNNWSB8DR / LoveUrns

Bloom Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17531. DRAGONFLY PENDANT UCNNWSD1DR / LoveUrns

Dragonfly Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17532. FEATHER PENDANT UCNNWSD6DR / LoveUrns

Feather Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17533. INFINITE LOVE PENDANT UCNNWSDRDR / LoveUrns

Infinite Love Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17534. PAW PENDANT UCNNWSE2DR / LoveUrns

Paw Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17535. TEARDROP PENDANT UCNNWSE9DR / LoveUrns

TearDrop Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17536. HEARTFELT PENDANT UCNNWSEHDG / LoveUrns

Heartfelt Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17537. HOPE WITH CRYSTAL PENDANT UCNNWSEIDR / LoveUrns

Hope with Crystal Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17538. HUMMINGBIRD PENDANT UCNNWSEJDR / LoveUrns

Hummingbird Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17539. LEANING HEART PENDANT UCNNWSENDR / LoveUrns

Leaning Heart Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17540. LEANING HEART WITH CRYSTAL PENDANT UCNNWSENDV / LoveUrns

Leaning Heart with Crystal Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17541. LOVE ROSE PENDANT UCNNWSEUDV / LoveUrns

Love Rose Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.
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$17542. MOTHER OF PEARL PENDANT UCNNWSEYDG / LoveUrns

Mother of Pearl Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17543. TEARDROP WITH CRYSTAL PENDANT UCNNWSF1DR / LoveUrns

Teardrop with Crystal Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17544. PRINCESS CAT WITH PINK SWAROVSKI 
CRYSTAL PENDANT

UCNNWSFSDR / LoveUrns

Princess Cat with Pink Swarovski Crystal Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain 
extension.

$17545. CROSS PENDANT UCNNUSDWDR / LoveUrns

Cross Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$17546. TRIBUTE PENDANT UCNNUSF3DR / LoveUrns

Tribute Pendant on a 18" sterling silver chain with a 2.25" chain extension.

$9547. MEN'S CHAIN, STERLING SILVER UCNCUSMHBX / Batesville

Rope chain in sterling silver.

$9548. WOMEN'S CHAIN, STERLING SILVER UCNCWSWNBX / Batesville

Rope chain in sterling silver.

$6549. AWARENESS WITH PINK CRYSTAL CHARM UCNIWSB2DR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Awareness with Pink Crystal Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6550. BLOOM CHARM UCNIWSB8DR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Bloom Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6551. BUTTERFLY CHARM UCNIWSBUDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Butterfly Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6552. CAT CHARM UCNIWSC2DR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Cat Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6553. CROSS CHARM UCNIWSCODR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Cross Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6554. ENTWINED HEART CHARM UCNIWSD3DG / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Entwined Heart Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6555. CUDDLEBEAR WITH PINK CRYSTAL CHARM UCNIWSDYDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver CuddleBear with Pink Crystal Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6556. CUDDLEBEAR WITH BLUE CRYSTAL CHARM UCNIWSDYFR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver CuddleBear with Blue Crystal Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6557. DOG CHARM UCNIWSDZDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Dog Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6558. PATH CHARM UCNIWSE1DR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Path Charm. Bracelet sold separately.
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$6559. PAW CHARM UCNIWSE2DR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Paw Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6560. GLOWING HEART CHARM UCNIWSEDDG / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Glowing Heart Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6561. HEART TO HEART WITH CRYSTAL CHARM UCNIWSEFDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Heart to Heart with Crystal Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6562. LOVEHEART PAWS CHARM UCNIWSETDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver LoveHeart Paws Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6563. MOTHER OF PEARL CHARM UCNIWSEYDG / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Mother of Pearl Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6564. WINGS OF HOPE BLUE CHARM UCNIWSFDDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Wings of Hope Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6565. WINGS OF HOPE LAVENDER CHARM UCNIWSFGDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Wings of Hope Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6566. WINGS OF HOPE PEARL CHARM UCNIWSFIDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Wings of Hope Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$6567. TEARDROP CHARM UCNIWSTDDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver TearDrop Charm. Bracelet sold separately.

$4568. BLOOM EARRINGS UCNKWSCQDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Bloom Earrings

$4569. TEARDROP EARRINGS UCNKWSE9DR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Teardrop Earrings

$4570. HEARTFELT EARRINGS UCNKWSEHDG / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Heartfelt Earrings

$4571. HOPE WITH CRYSTAL EARRINGS UCNKWSEIDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Hope with Crystal Earrings

$4572. LEANING HEART EARRINGS UCNKWSENDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Leaning Heart Earrings

$4573. MOTHER OF PEARL EARRINGS UCNKWSEYDG / LoveUrns

Sterling silver Mother of Pearl Earrings

$4074. SILVER CHAIN XFDKSBV

Sterling silver, 18" box chain with lobster clasp.

$3175. BRACELET STERLING SILVER UCNBWSBRDR / LoveUrns

Sterling silver bracelet.

...................................................................................................................................................................................
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UNIQUELY REMEMBERED

MEMORY GLASS

$2951. ETERNAL PURPLE ORB XFDAGBM

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2952. FOREVER GREEN ORB XFDAGBN

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2953. OCEAN BLUE ORB XFDAGBO

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2954. PERFECT PINK ORB XFDAGBP

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2955. STARS AND STRIPES ORB XFDAGBQ

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2956. AGED BRONZE ORB XFDAGFJ

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2957. APRICOT MARMALADE ORB XFDAGFK

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2958. DAFFODIL YELLOW ORB XFDAGFM

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$2959. EVERLASTING GOLD ORB XFDAGFQ

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$29510. IVORY WHITE ORB XFDAGFS

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$29511. RADIANT ORANGE ORB XFDAGFU

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$29512. MYSTIC BLACK ORB XFDAGFV

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.
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$29513. SEAFOAM AQUA ORB XFDAGFX

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$29514. SLATE GRAY ORB XFDAGFY

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

$29515. SKY BLUE ORB XFDAGFZ

Consider a creative way to pay tribute to a loved one who has chosen cremation. This artistically 
crafted illuminating orb can be a unique and comforting remembrance to family and friends.

MEMORIAL SPACE FLIGHTS

$12,50016. VOYAGER SPACEFLIGHT XDMAFAM

The Voyager Service is a true mission of exploration, sending a personalized flight capsule 
carrying ashes on a permanent celestial journey, well beyond the moon.

$12,50017. LUNA SPACEFLIGHT XDMAFAG

The Luna Service places a personalized flight capsule carrying ashes on the surface of our 
nearest neighbor, the Moon, creating a permanent memorial on a distant, but constantly 
viewable world.

$4,99518. EARTH ORBIT SPACEFLIGHT XDMAFAH

The Earth Orbit service places a personalized flight capsule carrying a symbolic portion of ashes 
sample into orbit where it remains for years or decades until it reenters the atmosphere, 
harmlessly vaporizing like a shooting star in final tribute.

$2,49519. EARTH RISE SPACEFLIGHT XDMAFAN

The Earth Rise service affordably launches to space a personalized flight capsule carrying a 
symbolic portion of ashes. After experiencing the zero gravity environment the flight capsule is 
returned to Earth.

OTHERS

$591. TEMPORARY URN CONTAINER UOABFSXEP

Black polypropylene temporary urn container;  comes with a plastic 3-mil liner bag inside with a 
tie.

$252. CUSTOM IMAGE - URN UAAABM

We will custom engrave an image of your choice on the selected urn that can accommodate this 
image.

$253. CUSTOM TEXT - URN UAAABN

We will custom engrave a special verse or your own personal words on the urn of your choice 
that can accommodate this text.
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